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Alfred Wegener
2009

a biography of the man who created the theory of continental drift

Continental Drift
1985

traces the changing theories about continental drift due to the advances in seismology and experimental
studies of the behavior of rocks under high pressure continental stability was the prevailing scientific
view until the late 1960s when geologists throughout the world became convinced that crustal plates both
continental and oceanic have moved over many degrees of latitude and longitude since the cretaceous period

Continental Drift: the Evolution of a Concept
1973

in the early twentieth century american earth scientists were united in their opposition to the new and
highly radical notion of continental drift even going so far as to label the theory unscientific some
fifty years later however continental drift was heralded as a major scientific breakthrough and today it
is accepted as scientific fact why did american geologists reject so adamantly an idea that is now
considered a cornerstone of the discipline and why were their european colleagues receptive to it so much
earlier this book based on extensive archival research on three continents provides important new answers
while giving the first detailed account of the american geological community in the first half of the
century challenging previous historical work on this episode naomi oreskes shows that continental drift
was not rejected for the lack of a causal mechanism but because it seemed to conflict with the basic
standards of practice in american geology this account provides a compelling look at how scientific ideas
are made and unmade

The Rejection of Continental Drift
1999-04-01
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the book should be of interest not only to earth scientists students of polar travel and exploration and
historians but to all readers who are fascinated by the great minds of science henry r frankel university
of missouri kansas city author of the continental drift controversy science education

Alfred Wegener
2015-10-30

the definitive account of the early debate over wegener s theory of continental drift based on extensive
interviews and archival material

The Continental Drift Controversy: Volume 1, Wegener and the Early
Debate
2017-02-16

continental drift colliding continents converging cultures is as much an account of the impressions
western culture made on constantin roman as a young researcher from behind the iron curtain as a personal
history of the developing new science of plate tectonics the book elucidates the author s struggles
against a web of bureaucracy to secure hi

Continental Drift and Plate Tectonics
1975

in 1915 alfred wegener s seminal work describing the continental drift was first published in german
wegener explained various phenomena of historical geology geomorphy paleontology paleoclimatology and
similar areas in terms of continental drift this edition includes new data to support his theories helping
to refute the opponents of his controversial views 64 illustrations

Continental Drift
2000-01-01

resolution of the sixty year debate over continental drift culminating in the triumph of plate tectonics
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changed the very fabric of earth science this four volume treatise on the continental drift controversy is
the first complete history of the origin debate and gradual acceptance of this revolutionary theory based
on extensive interviews archival papers and original works frankel weaves together the lives and work of
the scientists involved producing an accessible narrative for scientists and non scientists alike this
second volume provides the first extensive account of the growing paleomagnetic case for continental drift
in the 1950s and the development of apparent polar wander paths that showed how the continents had changed
their positions relative to one another more or less as wegener had proposed paleomagnetism offered the
first physical measure that continental drift had occurred and helped determine the changing latitudes of
the continents through geologic time other volumes in this set volume 1 wegener and the early debate
volume 3 introduction of seafloor spreading volume 4 evolution into plate tectonics 4 volume set

The Origin of Continents and Oceans
1966-01-01

resolution of the sixty year debate over continental drift culminating in the triumph of plate tectonics
changed the very fabric of earth science this four volume treatise on the continental drift controversy is
the first complete history of the origin debate and gradual acceptance of this revolutionary theory based
on extensive interviews archival papers and original works frankel weaves together the lives and work of
the scientists involved producing an accessible narrative for scientists and non scientists alike this
second volume provides the first extensive account of the growing paleomagnetic case for continental drift
in the 1950s and the development of apparent polar wander paths that showed how the continents had changed
their positions relative to one another more or less as wegener had proposed paleomagnetism offered the
first physical measure that continental drift had occurred and helped determine the changing latitudes of
the continents through geologic time other volumes in this set volume 1 wegener and the early debate
volume 3 introduction of seafloor spreading volume 4 evolution into plate tectonics 4 volume set

The Continental Drift Controversy: Volume 2, Paleomagnetism and
Confirmation of Drift
2016-08-11

sometimes it takes a fresh pair of eyes to see yourselves clearly henry is a young hip radio dj philip is
an ex mp ruined by scandal and disowned by his party diana his long suffering wife marianne s replaced her
husband with chocolate eclairs and gin and lizzie is battling with illness when eva a naí ve and happy
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polish backpacker comes into their lives the values of their comfortable world clash with those of eastern
europe and the five english characters find comedy tragedy and romance unfolding with bewildering speed

Alfred Wegener, the Father of Continental Drift
1986

this book describes the expansion of the land based paleomagnetic case for drifting continents and
recounts the golden age of marine geoscience

Continental Drift
1971

resolution of the sixty year debate over continental drift culminating in the triumph of plate tectonics
changed the very fabric of earth science this four volume treatise on the continental drift controversy is
the first complete history of the origin debate and gradual acceptance of this revolutionary theory based
on extensive interviews archival papers and original works frankel weaves together the lives and work of
the scientists involved producing an accessible narrative for scientists and non scientists alike this
first volume covers the period in the early 1900s when wegener first pointed out that the earth s major
landmasses could be fitted together like a jigsaw and went on to propose that the continents had once been
joined together in a single landmass which he named pangaea it describes the reception of wegener s theory
as it splintered into sub controversies and geoscientists became divided between the fixists and mobilists

Theory of Continental Drift; a Symposium on the Origin and Movement of
Land Masses, Both Inter-continental and Intra-continental, as Proposed
by Alfred Wegener
1928

this textbook explains how mountains are formed and why there are old and young mountains it provides a
reconstruction of the earths paleogeography and shows why the shapes of south america and africa fit so
well together furthermore it explains why the pacific is surrounded by a ring of volcanos and earthquake
prone areas while the edges of the atlantic are relatively peaceful this thoroughly revised textbook
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edition addresses all these questions and more through the presentation and explanation of the geodynamic
processes upon which the theory of continental drift is based and which have led to the concept of plate
tectonics it is a source of information for students of geology geophysics geography geosciences in
general general natural sciences as well as professionals and interested layman

Bibliography of Continental Drift and Plate Tectonics
1973

this series offers a detailed informative and lively discussion on four of the key areas of physical
geography each book helps develop the knowledge of how specific features of the earth are formed their
causes and effects patterns and processes and our study and understanding of them the series aims not only
to answer but also to inspire questions about different environments and landscapes and our relationships
with some of the greatest forces of nature we experience on earth photographs bring the effects of the
subject vividly to life while diagrams enhance the readers practical understanding of the processes that
have created the landscapes of the world in which we live today

Our Wandering Continents
1937

the resolution of the sixty year debate over continental drift culminating in the triumph of plate
tectonics changed the very fabric of earth science this four volume treatise on the continental drift
controversy is the first complete history of the origin debate and gradual acceptance of this
revolutionary theory based on extensive interviews archival papers and original works frankel weaves
together the lives and work of the scientists involved producing an accessible narrative for scientists
and non scientists alike this second volume provides the first extensive account of the growing
paleomagnetic case for continental drift in the 1950s and the development of apparent polar wander paths
that showed how the continents had changed their positions relative to one another more or less as wegener
had proposed paleomagnetism offered the first physical measure that continental drift had occurred and
helped determine the changing latitudes of the continents through geologic time
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The Continental Drift Controversy: Volume 2, Paleomagnetism and
Confirmation of Drift
2016-08-11

resolution of the sixty year debate over continental drift culminating in the triumph of plate tectonics
changed the very fabric of earth science this four volume treatise on the continental drift controversy is
the first complete history of the origin debate and gradual acceptance of this revolutionary theory based
on extensive interviews archival papers and original works frankel weaves together the lives and work of
the scientists involved producing an accessible narrative for scientists and non scientists alike this
fourth volume explains the discoveries in the mid 1960s which led to the rapid acceptance of seafloor
spreading theory and how birth of plate tectonics followed soon after with the geometrification of geology
although plate tectonics did not explain the cause or dynamic mechanism of drifting continents it provided
a convincing kinematic explanation that continues to inspire geodynamic research to the present day other
volumes in this set volume 1 wegener and the early debate volume 2 paleomagnetism and confirmation of
drift volume 3 introduction of seafloor spreading 4 volume set

Continental Drift
2012-03-15

continental drift battle at the puerto rico trench genesis believes that the western world and its allies
are causing the 6th mass extinction of earth s species corrupt politics wars business greed racism and the
quest to dominate the world s cultures must stop genesis believes that in an extraordinarily short period
humans have managed to negatively affect climate change our oceans and the air we breathe genesis believe
that they must fix this broken world as god has done before genesis believe that they have been blessed
with this mission by god genesis original plan failed now comes the new battle plan this time the
battleground is the deep ocean at the mid atlantic oceanic ridge genesis will lure the enemy to the puerto
rico trench this place is feared by the world s naval commanders volcanologists geologists and
oceanographers a gravity anomaly exists there that could accelerate the 6th extinction genesis is the
reset button destined to take us back to pangaea one continent one faith new currency and new world
economy supreme commander
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Continental Drift
1971

harry denton is a middle aged professor who leaves his secure post at a london university on account of
the sense of failure and embarrassment caused by his wife anne s mounting debts an inheritance left to him
by his father enables him to start a new life by buying a small hotel in the scottish borders but in this
new context his marriage to anne proves to be just as hopeless and loveless he escapes through flights of
fancy frequently contemplating suicide and becomes obsessed with one of his guests eleanor who introduces
him to the ideas of james redfield in the celestine prophecy although ironically she comes across as a
pretty simpleton married to an uncouth double glazing salesman she expresses the thinking that in time
will transform denton s life it is not before he drifts into the violent world of apartheid south africa
that he finds his dream

The Continental Drift Controversy
2012-04-26

this innovative book uses the story of how a modern science achieved its present shape and focus to
examine the nature of scientific change and its philosophical and social analysis the modern revolution in
geology of the 1960s and 1970s saw the triumph of the global theory of plate tectonics a decisive turning
point in fifty years controversy and competition first sparked in 1912 by wegener s proposal of
continental drift here professor le grand interweaves a history of this episode of scientific change with
reflective discussions of its historical philosophical and social circumstances and of the development of
science more generally the approach of the book is exploratory rather than dogmatic the reader is
encouraged to be an active participant to use the historical narrative to understand and criticize some of
the more recent influential ideas about science and scientists to draw conclusions and especially to pose
questions about how and why changes occur in scientific knowledge and practice the book may be read as an
introduction to and history of central concepts of modern geology as a social and intellectual account of
a major revolution in science and as an incisive commentary on and constructive criticism of several
interpretations of the nature of science and the process of scientific change its structure content and
approach make it accessible to general readers yet at the same time of interest to professionals and
students of geology and of the history philosophy and sociology of science
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The Continental Drift Controversy
2012

this astounding account of the geological history of the earth detailing the movement of the tectonic
plates and continental drift is a stunning visual representation of the earth s history featuring
beautiful world maps this book covers everything from the origin of life to how the earth may look in the
future written by martin ince the president of the association of british science writers drift is the
perfect guide to our planet s history and an accessible discussion of how geological change affects life
on earth

Plate Tectonics
2022-11-26

views the continental drift hypothesis and its sequel in their scientific and historical context

Plate Tectonics and Continental Drift
2005

presents evidence supporting alfred wegener s theory of continental drift explains plate tectonics and
discusses what is known of the earth s crust and upper mantle

The Continental Drift Controversy: Volume 2, Paleomagnetism and
Confirmation of Drift
2012-04-26

learn how the continents have changed throughout time and how continental drift has influenced the world
we live in today explore how the continents have drifted from the devonian era to the jurassic period to
form the world as we know it this beautiful book will take readers through different periods and explore
the ecosystems and conditions of each time and how the changes led to where we are now learn about sea
life insects animals plants rocks and more this book will be sure to capture the attention of young
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readers and educate them in the process

Peter Pettus/Continental Drift
2006

describes the development of the theory of continental drift

The Drifting Continents
1971

in this book professor van andel a distinguished earth scientist interweaves the major strands of change
taking place on the earth continental drift climatic fluctuations and the progression of life into a
carefully constructed historical account of the evolution of the earth he does this against a backdrop of
evolving ideas the outlook of geologists everywhere has been profoundly altered by the adoption of the
theory of continental drift and with this change have come wholly new interpretations of earth history in
a unique manner blending information with illustrations and through experiments the author elaborates on
such topics as the rock record the mechanisms of climatic change the process of plate tectonics and
continental drift the progression of life and its numerous catastrophic setbacks

Continental Drift
1987

The Continental Drift Controversy: Volume 4, Evolution into Plate
Tectonics
2016-08-11
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Continental Drift
2017-01-21

Continental Drift
1994

Continental Drift
2000-04

Mineral Deposits, Continental Drift, and Plate Tectonics
1977

A symposium on continental drift
1965

Drifting Continents and Shifting Theories
1988

Drift
2018-02
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Theory of Continental Drift: a Symposium on the Origin and Movement of
Land Masses Both Inter-continental and Intra-continental
1928

A Revolution in the Earth Sciences
1973

Continents in Collision
1983

Continental Drift
2018-10-02

The Moving Continents
1971

New Views on an Old Planet:Continental Drift and the History of the
Earth 1ed
1985
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